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This charming, best-selling board book introduces eight adorable baby animals, featuring high-
contrast black-and-white illustrations perfect for babies from birth to age two.Research has
shown that infants respond more readily to contrasting black and white images, making this
book an ideal choice for the youngest of eyes. Up-close images of a playful Dalmatian puppy, a
cuddly panda cub, a striped zebra, and other loveable animals grace each page. A final two-
page spread completes this charming book with a clever surprise.

From the AuthorI am so thrilled that this book has been the very first book of so many newborn
babies. It is never too early to introduce babies to books. I am told it can be shared with an infant
as early as two weeks old. Parents and grandparents have sent me many photos of infants
enthralled with the baby animal faces.I have created two more black and white board books for
babies:Baby Animals Spots and Stripes and Baby Animals Day and Night. In all three books the
black and white images will help stimulate the new brains of infants and entertain the minds of
older babies. There is always a full color spread of human babies in each book, mirroring the
theme presented.About the AuthorPhyllis Limbacher Tildes is the author/illustrator of ANIMALS
IN CAMOUFLAGE, BABY ANIMALS BLACK AND WHITE, as well as the illustrator of APPLES
and PUMPKINS. She lives in Savannah, Georgia.
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Annie, “Baby’s favorite!. Our newborn loves looking at this book! It’s great to stand up near his
face while he’s doing tummy time”

Thomas Belk, “Cute. Just a cute eye catching book for your littlest one.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great for babies. He loves the puppy page. Perfect for eyesight
development!”

JF, “Baby is obsessed with it. This was the first book that made our baby stop and stare. We
used it for tummy time or to calm him down. Simple clean life-like pictures and thick pages.
Would recommend.”

CE, “Best art in a black & white book. Baby likes all but last page. The first time she saw it, she
was actively engaged, but for repeated use she seems to prefer Erin Balzer's black and white
books (those do have a religious lean though, so some may not like that). But my baby definitely
likes more variety than I thought she would, so I do recommend getting a few black and white
ones. My baby started them at 2 weeks (before she was too sleepy) and is now 1 month. We
only really look at 1 a day, but she is focused throughout the entire book. The only other book
she has that attention for the pictures (besides these black and white ones) is a song book,
Jesus Loves Me with illustrations by Tim Warnes. I don't know why since those are in color. She
will listen to other books and look at me engaged if she does not like/see the pictures. I also
recommend Goodnight Moon. I was surprised to see that she had the attention span to listen to
the book, but she only likes the black and white pictures.I love Phyllis Limbacher Tildes' art, but I
don't like the last pages of the black and white books either. It is a picture of a baby looking at a
mobile. It is just okay. I do think it's worth it to see her light up like she just saw the most amazing
thing, I just wish the last page was more black and white animals.”

Sandra Anderson, “Captivates an infant’s attention.. Infants respond best to black and white
images when they are very young. The images in this book are appealing to them. And the book
grows with them as they learn to name the animals. It’s also a sturdy little book that babies may
choose to chew on, like my grandkids did.”

Vicki Peterson, “First sights. Babies will focus on these sharp black and white images early on.
Very cute images, strong contrast.”

Eileen S., “Great. This is perfect for newborns. They can only focus on black & white. Got it for
my upcoming grandchild. Had one for my daughter as an infant and she was really interested.”



brian ingram, “Black and white essential for 0-3 months infants.. My 7 yr old used all these b/w
books. She showed a lot of interest. Waiting to see the difference in due course.Apparently 0-3
months b/w is great to look at.Buy.”

Bubbles, “Sight training. When I found out that babies can see black and white patterns better
than colours, I bought a couple of these books. My grandson loves staring at them from a few
weeks old, he is now 4 months old and still loves them, you can actually see him studying them,
it's amazing to watch is eyes looking all over the pages for a few mins a day, usually the morning
when he's most alert.”

Sole Cortiñas, “Really nice for young babies. Cardboard could be thicker but the illustrations are
nice and my 4 months old seems to like it. He stares at it which is more than we got with other
coloured books!”

Christina, “Cute but short. Very cute book which seems strong with thick pages. Baby enjoys it
but it only has a few pages. Quite good for the low cost however.”

The book by Phyllis Limbacher Tildes has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 2,058 people have provided
feedback.



Language: English
Paperback: 24 pages
Reading age: Baby - 3 years, from customers
Grade level: 1 - Preschool
Item Weight: 3.49 ounces
Dimensions: 6 x 0.25 x 6 inches
Lexile measure: 700L
Board book: 10 pages
Hardcover: 32 pages
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